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in Engineering & Sciences to evaluate its suitability for publication.
The abstract is available at the end of this message. 

Voucher for reviewing will be evaluated if you provide review timely.
The voucher is used to have a discount on the APC of your next
publication in any TSP journal.

Please click the deep link below by 2023-04-30 to inform us whether
you will undertake the review or not, as well as to access the
submission and to record your review and comments.
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If you are not able to review this manuscript, we kindly ask you to
click on the above link to decline the request so that we can
continue processing this submission. We would also appreciate any
suggestions for alternative expert reviewers.
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with the content of the manuscript or the authors.
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"Sonar Image Classification Based on Feature Mining"

Sonar image classifification plays an important role in ocean
exploration

scenarios. In this paper, deep learning is applied to sonar image
recognition, and

a complete sonar image classifification system is proposed. The
study consists of

two main parts: sonar image preprocessing and classifification. In
consideration of

the distinctive features of sonar images, a sonar image denoising
method based

on block matching is proposed to remove speckle noise and retrieve
more detailed

target boundary information. Aiming at the shortage of sonar image
samples,
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feature mining module is integrated into the basic image
classifification network to

maximize the utilization of limited samples. The effectiveness of the
proposed

method is verifified by experiments on large and small target data
sets of sonar

images.
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